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The Islamic Jesus Mustafa Akyol 2017-02-14 “A welcome expansion of the fragile territory known as common
ground.” —The New York Times When Reza Aslan’s bestseller Zealot came out in 2013, there was criticism that
he hadn’t addressed his Muslim faith while writing the origin story of Christianity. In fact, Ross Douthat of The
New York Times wrote that “if Aslan had actually written in defense of the Islamic view of Jesus, that would
have been something provocative and new.” Mustafa Akyol’s The Islamic Jesus is that book. The Islamic Jesus
reveals startling new truths about Islam in the context of the first Muslims and the early origins of Christianity.
Muslims and the first Christians—the Jewish followers of Jesus—saw Jesus as not divine but rather as a prophet and
human Messiah and that salvation comes from faith and good works, not merely as faith, as Christians would later
emphasize. What Akyol seeks to reveal are how these core beliefs of Jewish Christianity, which got lost in history
as a heresy, emerged in a new religion born in 7th Arabia: Islam. Akyol exposes this extraordinary historical
connection between Judaism, Jewish Christianity and Islam—a major mystery unexplored by academia. From
Jesus’ Jewish followers to the Nazarenes and Ebionites to the Qu’ran’s stories of Mary and Jesus, The Islamic
Jesus will reveal links between religions that seem so contrary today. It will also call on Muslims to discover their
own Jesus, at a time when they are troubled by their own Pharisees and Zealots.
The Butterfly Mosque G. Willow Wilson 2010-08-01 After taking an Islamic Studies course in Boston, G. Willow
Wilson quietly found herself adopting the tenets of the religion as her own. This intellectual and emotional
exercise created a unique challenge; how could she reconcile a devout and conservative lifestyle with the highly
secular society in which she was raised? Taking a leap of faith, Wilson accepted a position to teach English in
Cairo, where her guide to the bustling city was a student of astrophysics named Omar. Led by his passions, she
discovered a young and moderate nationalist movement that promoted both tolerance and the celebration of
identity. Omar's ideas and experiences reflected her own search for meaning and in the tangled thicket of their
differences and their similarities, an unlikely romance blossomed. Although Wilson immersed herself in Islamic
culture - learning Arabic, worshipping as a Muslim and adopting a veil - she never rejected her Western identity.
Drawing together the values of both cultures, she began to move in the world as a liberal and outspoken Muslim
woman, a curious mixture of East and West. The Butterfly Mosque is a riveting personal account, an investigation
into what it means to have faith in our broken society. It is a rare and important insight into the evolving
relationship between the boundaries of contemporary religion and culture.
Israeli Women Lesley Hazleton 1977 Drawing on hundreds of interviews with her countrywomen, an Israeli
journalist and sociologist illuminates the origins of myths concerning the liberation of Israeli women and analyzes
the extent to which they dominate the social structure of a complex, contradictory democracy.
When The Moon Split Tabassum Siraj 2020-12-16 This book about an Islamic theological issue. For theories of
formation of the Moon which involve fragments, see Origin of the Moon Accretion.The splitting of the moon
(Arabic: ?????? ?????) is a miracle in Muslim tradition attributed to the Islamic prophet Muhammad. It is

derived from the Quran, Surah Al Qamar verses 54:1-2, and mentioned by Muslim traditions such as the Asbab alnuzul (context of revelation).
In the Footsteps of the Prophet Tariq Ramadan 2007-02-05 Named by Time magazine as one of the 100 most
important innovators of the century, Tariq Ramadan is a leading Muslim scholar, with a large following especially
among young European and American Muslims. Now, in his first book written for a wide audience, he offers a
marvelous biography of the Prophet Muhammad, one that highlights the spiritual and ethical teachings of one of
the most influential figures in human history. In the Footsteps of the Prophet is a fresh and perceptive look at
Muhammad, capturing a life that was often eventful, gripping, and highly charged. Ramadan provides both an
intimate portrait of a man who was shy, kind, but determined, as well as a dramatic chronicle of a leader who
launched a great religion and inspired a vast empire. More important, Ramadan presents the main events of the
Prophet's life in a way that highlights his spiritual and ethical teachings. The book underscores the significance of
the Prophet's example for some of today's most controversial issues, such as the treatment of the poor, the role of
women, Islamic criminal punishments, war, racism, and relations with other religions. Selecting those facts and
stories from which we can draw a profound and vivid spiritual picture, the author asks how can the Prophet's life
remain -- or become again -- an example, a model, and an inspiration? And how can Muslims move from
formalism -- a fixation on ritual -- toward a committed spiritual and social presence? In this thoughtful and
engaging biography, Ramadan offers Muslims a new understanding of Muhammad's life and he introduces nonMuslims not just to the story of the Prophet, but to the spiritual and ethical riches of Islam.
The Shias of Pakistan Andreas Rieck 2016-01-15 The Shias of Pakistan are the world's second largest Shia
community after that of Iran, but comprise only 10-15 per cent of Pakistan's population. In recent decades Sunni
extremists have increasingly targeted them with hate propaganda and terrorism, yet paradoxically Shias have
always been fully integrated into all sections of political, professional and social life without suffering any
discrimination. In mainstream politics, the Shia- Sunni divide has never been an issue in Pakistan. Shia politicians
in Pakistan have usually downplayed their religious beliefs, but there have always been individuals and groups
who emphasised their Shia identity, and who zealously campaigned for equal rights for the Shias wherever and
whenever they perceived these to be threatened. Shia 'ulama' have been at the forefront of communal activism in
Pakistan since 1949, but Shia laymen also participated in such organisations, as they had in pre-partition India.
Based mainly on Urdu sources, Rieck's book examines, first, the history of Pakistan's Shias, including their
communal organisations, the growth of the Shia 'ulama' class, of religious schools and rivalry between "orthodox"
"ulama" and popular preachers; second, the outcome of lobbying of successive Pakistan governments by Shia
organisations; and third, the Shia-Sunni conflict, which is increasingly virulent due to the state's failure to combat
Sunni extremism.
The First Muslim Lesley Hazleton 2013-04-04 Muhammad's was a life of almost unparalleled historical
importance; yet for all the iconic power of his name, the intensely dramatic story of the prophet of Islam is not
well known. In The First Muslim, Lesley Hazleton brings him vibrantly to life. Drawing on early eyewitness
sources and on history, politics, religion, and psychology, she renders him as a man in full, in all his complexity
and vitality. Hazleton's account follows the arc of Muhammad's rise from powerlessness to power, from
anonymity to renown, from insignificance to lasting significance. How did a child shunted to the margins end up
revolutionizing his world? How did a merchant come to challenge the established order with a new vision of
social justice? How did the pariah hounded out of Mecca turn exile into a new and victorious beginning? How did
the outsider become the ultimate insider? Impeccably researched and thrillingly readable, Hazleton's narrative
creates vivid insight into a man navigating between idealism and pragmatism, faith and politics, non-violence and
violence, rejection and acclaim. The First Muslim illuminates not only an immensely significant figure but his
lastingly relevant legacy.
Sunnis and Shi'a Laurence Louër 2020-02-04 "This book is a historical and sociological reading of the relation
between Sunnis and Shias from the inception of the dispute for Mohammed's succession until today. It is divided
in two parts. The first part offers a comprehensive history of the divide. It shows how Shiism was, during much of
the Middle Ages, the main contestation ideology of the caliphate, but also how Sunnism and Shiism converged as
Shiism progressively ceased to be an esoteric and politically radical doctrine to espouse a number of tenets of
mainstream Islam. It shows the political dynamics that runs beneath theological debates and, in particular, how the

Sunni/Shia conflict was revived when the Safavids made Shiism an official state religion on the model of
Sunnism. On the contrary, when faced with the colonial challenge, Sunni and Shia reformists closed ranks and
collaborated. The second part of the book offers a socio-historical account of some national contexts in which the
Sunni/Shia divide shapes the society and the politics: Iraq, Bahrain, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Yemen and
Lebanon. It shows that in each of these countries the sectarian divide is shaped by very specific historical and
social circumstances. Sunni and Shia identities are associated with ethnic, regional, statutory and economic
identities. In most cases the relations between Sunnis and Shias are shaped by typical majority/minority dynamics.
They can lead to conflict but dynamics of emulation often emerges from conflicts, which are particularly obvious
when Sunni and Shia Islamic movements compete"-The History of the Sunni and Shia Split Charles River Charles River Editors 2017-01-11 *Includes pictures
*Discusses the political and religious history of both main branches of Islam *Includes footnotes and a
bibliography for further reading "Our followers are of three kinds, one who follows us but depends on others, one
who is like a glass involved in his own reflections, but the best are those who are like gold, the more they suffer
the more they shine." - Muhammad al-Baqir Different branches of the same religion are the exception more than
the rule, and they have had a profound impact upon history. The schism between the Orthodox and Catholic
Churches influenced relationships between nations across Europe, and religious intolerance based on different
Christian faiths led to persecution and outright violence across the continent for centuries. The Protestant
Reformation split Christianity further, and the results culminated in the incredibly destructive Thirty Years' War
in the 17th century. Today, the most important religious split is between the Sunnis and the Shias (Shiites) within
Islam. Unlike divisions in other faiths - between Conservative and Orthodox Jews or Catholic and Protestant
Christians - the split between the Sunnis and Shia has existed almost as long as the faith itself, and it quickly
emerged out of tensions created by the political crisis after the death of the Prophet Muhammad. In a sense, what
are now two different forms of Islam essentially started as political factions within the unified body of Muslim
believers. Over the past few centuries, Christians have mostly been able to live alongside their co-religionists, but
the split between the Sunnis and Shias is still so pronounced that many adherents of each branch view each other
with disdain if not as outright apostates or non-believers. The religious divide is perhaps the most important fault
line in the turbulent Middle East today, with Sunni nations like Egypt and Saudi Arabia at odds with Shiite
nations like Iran. At lower levels, non-state groups like the Islamic State and Hezbollah are fighting each other in
ways that cross state lines in places like Lebanon, Iraq, and Syria. Although it is technically a split in religion, the
divide has had substantial global ramifications for decades, and there seems to be no end in sight. The History of
the Sunni and Shia Split traces the origins of the split and the historic effects of the main divide within Islam.
Along with pictures of important people, places, and events, you will learn about the history of the Sunnis and
Shias like never before, in no time at all.
The First Muslim Lesley Hazleton 2013-01-24 The extraordinary life of the man who founded Islam, and the
world he inhabited—and remade. Lesley Hazleton's new book, Agnostic: A Spirited Manifesto, is out now from
Riverhead Books. Muhammad’s was a life of almost unparalleled historical importance; yet for all the iconic
power of his name, the intensely dramatic story of the prophet of Islam is not well known. In The First Muslim,
Lesley Hazleton brings him vibrantly to life. Drawing on early eyewitness sources and on history, politics,
religion, and psychology, she renders him as a man in full, in all his complexity and vitality. Hazleton’s account
follows the arc of Muhammad’s rise from powerlessness to power, from anonymity to renown, from
insignificance to lasting significance. How did a child shunted to the margins end up revolutionizing his world?
How did a merchant come to challenge the established order with a new vision of social justice? How did the
pariah hounded out of Mecca turn exile into a new and victorious beginning? How did the outsider become the
ultimate insider? Impeccably researched and thrillingly readable, Hazleton’s narrative creates vivid insight into a
man navigating between idealism and pragmatism, faith and politics, nonviolence and violence, rejection and
acclaim. The First Muslim illuminates not only an immensely significant figure but his lastingly relevant legacy.
Jerusalem, Jerusalem Lesley Hazleton 1987
72 Warriors Wul 2020-05-11 This short book of devotionals is a collection of "truth" personified in the form of
faithful warriors. This was written to encourage, educate, warn, and be all-around helpful to the reader as it shines
a light on what was written long ago.

Ghazali Eric Ormsby 2012-12-01 This fascinating work profiles Abu Hamid al-Ghazali (1058-1111), the
foremost Islamic scholar and mystic of the medieval period. Attracting the patronage of the vizier Nizam al-Mulk
early in his career, he was appointed head of the Nizamiyyah College at Baghdad, and attracted audiences from
across the Islamic world, who sought his teachings on Islamic philosophy and jurisprudence. Eventually
renouncing his position due to a spiritual crisis, he went into self-imposed exile, during which he wrote the Sufi
masterpiece, "Revival of the Sciences of Religion". Concise and lucid, this is a perfect introduction to the great
man's life and work.
Lantern of the Path Imam Ja'Far Al-Sadiq 2015-11-11 A collection of Hadith by the 6th Imam on knowledge,
behavior, remembrance, prayer, and fear of God.This book is one of the many Islamic publications distributed by
Ahlulbayt Organization throughout the world in different languages with the aim of conveying the message of
Islam to the people of the world. Ahlulbayt Organization (www.shia.es) is a registered Organization that operates
and is sustained through collaborative efforts of volunteers in many countries around the world, and it welcomes
your involvement and support. Its objectives are numerous, yet its main goal is to spread the truth about the
Islamic faith in general and the Shi`a School of Thought in particular due to the latter being misrepresented,
misunderstood and its tenets often assaulted by many ignorant folks, Muslims and non-Muslims. Organization's
purpose is to facilitate the dissemination of knowledge through a global medium, the Internet, to locations where
such resources are not commonly or easily accessible or are resented, resisted and fought! In addition, For a
complete list of our published books please refer to our website (www.shia.es) or send us an email to
info@shia.es
Muhammad: Prophet for Our Time Karen Armstrong 2009-10-15 From the bestselling writer of ‘The History
of God’ and the widely acclaimed ‘Islam – A Short History’ comes Karen Armstrong's ‘Muhammad’.
The Heirs of Muhammad Barnaby Rogerson 2007-02-15 Continues the history of Islam in the century
following the death of Muhammad, recounting his followers' efforts to establish the Islamic religion and the
evolution of the split between Sunni and Shia factions.
The Future of Liberalism Alan Wolfe 2009-02-03 A compelling and deeply felt exploration and defense of
liberalism: what it actually is, why it is relevant today, and how it can help our society chart a forward course. The
Future of Liberalism represents the culmination of four decades of thinking and writing about contemporary
politics by Alan Wolfe, one of America’s leading scholars, hailed by one critic as “one of liberalism’s last and
most loyal sons.” Wolfe mines the bedrock of the liberal tradition, explaining how Immanuel Kant, John Stuart
Mill, John Dewey, and other celebrated minds helped shape liberalism’s central philosophy. Wolfe also examines
those who have challenged liberalism since its inception, from Jean-Jacques Rousseau to modern conservatives,
religious fundamentalists, and evolutionary theorists such as Richard Dawkins. Drawing on both the inspiration
and insights of seminal works such as John Locke’s Second Treatise on Government, Adam Smith’s Theory of
Moral Sentiments, Kant’s essay “What is Enlightenment?,” and Mill’s On Liberty and The Subjection of
Women, Wolfe ambitiously sets out to define what it truly means to be a liberal. He analyzes and applauds
liberalism’s capacious conception of human nature, belief that people outweigh ideology, passion for social
justice, faith in reason and intellectual openness, and respect for individualism. And we see how the liberal
tradition can influence and illuminate contemporary debates on immigration, abortion, executive power, religious
freedom, and free speech. But Wolfe also makes it clear that before liberalism can be successfully applied to
today’s problems, it needs to be recovered, understood, and embraced—not just by Americans but by all modern
people—as the most beneficial way to live in our complex modern world. The Future of Liberalism is a crucial,
enlightening, and immensely rewarding step in that direction.
The House of Islam Ed Husain 2018-05-17 'A powerful corrective' Guardian 'This should be compulsory
reading' Peter Frankopan, author of The Silk Roads 'For anyone interested in the future of Islam, both in Britain
and the Islamic world, this is an important book' The Times The gulf between Islam and the West is widening. A
faith rich with strong values and traditions, observed by nearly two billion people is seen by the West as
something to be feared rather than understood. Sensational headlines and hard-line policies spark enmity, while
ignoring the feelings, narratives and perceptions that preoccupy Muslims today. The House of Islam seeks to
provide entry to the minds and hearts of Muslims the world over. It introduces us to the kindness of Mohammed,
the beauty of Islamic art and the permeation of the divine in public spaces; and the tension between mysticism and

literalism that still threatens the religion. Ed Husain expertly and compassionately guides us through the nuances
of Islam and its people, contending that the Muslim world need not be a stranger to the West, nor its enemy, but a
peaceable ally.
Muhammad Martin Lings 1991 Acclaimed worldwide as the definitive biography of the Prophet Muhammad in
the English language, Martin Lings' Muhammad: His Life Based to the Earliest Sources is unlike any other. Based
on Arabic sources of the eighth and ninth centuries, of which some important passages are translated here for the
first time, it owes the freshness and directness of its approach to the words of men and women who heard
Muhammad speak and witnessed the events of his life. Martin Lings has an unusual gift for narrative. He has
adopted a style which is at once extremely readable and reflects both the simplicity and grandeur of the story. The
result is a book which will be read with equal enjoyment by those already familiar with Muhammad's life and
those coming to it for the first time. Muhammad: His Life Based to the Earliest Sources was given an award by
the government of Pakistan, and selected as the best biography of the Prophet in English at the National Seerat
Conference in Islamabad in 1983.
The Ayatollah Begs to Differ Hooman Majd 2013-10-31 Hooman Majd, acclaimed journalist and New Yorkresiding grandson of an Ayatollah, has a unique perspective on his Iranian homeland. In this vivid, warm and
humorous insider's account, he opens our eyes to an Iran that few people see, meeting opium-smoking clerics,
women cab drivers and sartorially challenged presidential officials, among others. Revealing a country where both
t-shirt wearing teenagers and religious martyrs express pride in their Persian origins, that is deeply religious yet
highly cosmopolitan, authoritarian yet reformist, this is the one book you should read to understand Iran and
Iranians today.
Mary Lesley Hazleton 2008-12-01 Starting with a dark-skinned girl barely out of adolescence when she gives
birth, Lesley Hazleton weaves together the many facets of Mary's existence: peasant villager, wise woman and
healer, activist, mother, teacher, and yes, virgin, though in a sense we have long forgotten. She follows her
through the worst any mother can experience-the excruciating death of her child-and then looks at how she
transforms grief into wisdom, disaster into renewal. Strong and courageous, the Mary we see here does not merely
assent to her role in history, but chooses it and lives it to the fullest.
After The Prophet Lesley Hazleton Dari zaman TV hitam putih menyiarkan program Dunia Dalam Berita jam 9
malam sampai sekarang, tiada hentihentinya kita dengar berita dari Timur Tengah tentang peperangan sesama
orang Islam, pemboman masjid, penghancuran situs ziarah, pembunuhan brutal warga sipil yang tak berdosa, dan
berbagai bentuk kekerasan lainnya. Apalagi belakangan ini, dunia Islam diguncang dan dibuat porak-poranda oleh
isu radikalisme dan intoleransi agama, terorisme global dan isu kekhilafahan, konflik sektarian dan perang
saudara, seperti di Suriah, Yaman, Irak, Pakistan, Mesir, Iran, Lebanon, Afganistan, dan lainnya. Jika dirunut ke
belakang, konflik dan peperangan ini dipicu oleh dua arus utama dalam Islam yang saling berseberangan dalam
banyak hal: Islam Sunni yang mayoritas dan Islam Syiah yang minoritas. Keadaan ini semakin diperparah dengan
keterlibatan negara Barat di dunia Timur, terutama Timur Tengah, bisa karena motif invasi dan kolonialisasi,
politik kekuasaan, penguasaan sumber daya alam (minyak) dan ekspor gerakan Wahabi dari kerajaan Arab Saudi
ke berbagai belahan negeri Islam untuk kepentingan keamanan bisnis mereka. "Menarik sekali....sangat hidup dan
memukau.... Siapa pun yang berusaha memahami masalah Timur Tengah masa kini bisa belajar banyak dari bükü
ini. Hazleton tidak hanya menulis fakta yang melatari perpecahan Syiah-Sunni, tetapi juga dengan sangat
bertanggungjawab memanfaatkan referensi yang sudah berabad-abad usianya untuk mengungkap kedalaman
sensitifitas emosional dan spiritual yang terbungkus dalam kata sederhana, seperti 'Karbala' (Dia) dengan piawai
menggunakan sumber-sumber asli, yang sebagian be?ar merujuk pada riwayat tertulis kontemporer maupun
riwayat tradisi oral, untuk menghidupkan dan memberi napas sosok-sosok penting yang sudah akrab di kalangan
umat ?slam, tetapi masih asing bagi sebagian besar non-lslam.” —Seattle Times
My Holy War Jonathan Raban 2012-01-05 What does America's 'war on terror' and new era of religious and
patriotic intensity look like to an Englishman living in Seattle?
The Humanity of Muhammad Craig Considine 2020-09-01 What makes an American Catholic of Irish and Italian
descent one of the leading global voices in admiration of Prophet Muhammad? In this overview of Muhammad's
life and legacy, prominent scholar Craig Considine provides a sociological analysis of Muhammad's teachings and
example. Considine shows how the Prophet embraced religious pluralism, envisioned a civic nation, stood for anti-

racism, advocated for seeking knowledge, initiated women's rights, and followed the Golden Rule. Considine
sheds light on the side of Prophet Muhammad that is often forgotten in mainstream depictions and media
narratives. The Humanity of Muhammad is Considine's contribution to the growing body of literature on one of
history's most important human beings.
The Heirs Of The Prophet Muhammad Barnaby Rogerson 2010-11-04 The Prophet Muhammad taught the word
of God to the Arabs. Within a generation of his death, his followers - as vivid a cast of heroic individuals as
history has known - had exploded out of Arabia to confront the two great superpowers of the seventh-century and
establish Islam and a new civilization. That the protagonists originated from the small oasis communities of
central Arabia gives their adventures, their rivalries, their loves and their achievements an additional vivacity and
intimacy. So that on one hand, THE HEIRS OF THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD is a swaggering saga of
ambition, immense achievement, self-sacrificing nobility and blood rivalry, while on the other it allows us to
understand some of the complexities of our modern world. For within this fifty-year span of conquest and empirebuilding, Barnaby Rogerson also identifies the seeds of discord that destroyed the unity of Islam, and traces the
roots of the schism between Sunni and Shia Muslims to the rivalry of the two individuals who best knew and
loved the Prophet: his cousin and son-in-law Ali and his wife Aisha.
The Prophet Muhammad Barnaby Rogerson 2010-11-04 The Prophet Muhammad is a hero for all mankind. In
his lifetime he established a new religion, Islam; a new state, the first united Arabia; and a new literary language,
the classical Arabic of the Qur'an, for the Qur'an is believed to be the word of God revealed to Muhammad by the
angel Gabriel. A generation after his death he would be acknowledged as the founder of a world empire and a new
civilisation. Any one of these achievements would have been more than enough to permanently establish his
genius. To our early twenty-first century minds, what is all the more astonishing is that he also managed to stay
true to himself and retained to his last days the humility, courtesy and humanity that he had learned as an orphan
shepherd boy in central Arabia. If one looks for a parallel example from Christendom, you would have to combine
the Emperor Constantine with St Francis and St Paul, an awesome prospect. Barnaby Rogerson's elegant
biography not only looks directly at the life of the Prophet Muhammad, but beautifully evokes for western readers
the Arabian world into which he was born in 570 AD.
Fiqh of Social Media Omar Usman 2020-12-22 Social media and digital technologies have changed our lives and
there is no indication that things will slow down. As Muslims, we believe that Islam contains the most perfect
guidance for all of mankind to follow. How do we implement that timeless advice in our unprecedented times?
That is the focus of the Fiqh of Social Media. "I am grateful and appreciative of my friend, Omar Usman, for
exhausting available resources; Islamic, psychological, secular, and business, to develop the work you see before
you. We have had long discussions pertaining to many of the topics covered in this book. I am confident that you
will find this book to be beneficial, and I pray that it inspires more contributions on this topic." -Shaykh
AbdulNasir Jangda, Qalam Institute "With the time we spend on social media, being mindful of how we use it is
crucial. This is a wonderful resource based in prophetic guidance on how to practically use social media in wise
and beneficial ways." -Dr. Omar Suleiman, Yaqeen Institute "Reading Fiqh of Social Media is like sitting with
your best friend from Sunday school and having an intellectual & spiritual conversation about the impact of social
media on your life. Omar distills years of research, experience, and thought leadership in an easily digestible book
that you can enjoy with a good cup of coffee (and your phone off!)" -Mohammed Faris, The Productive Muslim
Company "Having followed Omar Usman''s extensive work on the #FiqhOfSocialMedia and attended the seminar
by him in person, I''m thrilled to hear about this being released in book form. Behavioral experts often demarcate
an addiction by its rendering of a person dysfunctional; it sabotages his/her career, relationships, health, or any
other fundamental facet of one''s life. Therefore, considering what the digital age is undeniably crippling in our
lives, I cannot overstate the importance of availing oneself this sobering critique of social media''s true costs, its
pragmatic course for rehabilitation, and its showcasing of the renewed relevance of Islam''s timeless principles for
self-care in the most comprehensive sense of the word." -Shaykh Mohammad Elshinawy, Mishkah University
"The Prophet (s) said, "Whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day should say something good or keep silent."
The ability to control our tongues, how we communicate with others, is an expression of our faith.
Communication has evolved and changed so much that one of the primary ways many of us communicate with
others is through social media; hashtags and 280 characters. This is a long-awaited work from my good friend and

Hajj companion Omar Usman who has been writing, tweeting, speaking, and teaching about the Fiqh of Social
Media for years. This is a valuable work providing guidance on how to use and benefit from social media in a way
that conforms to our principles and values." -Shaykh Furhan Zubairi, Institute of Knowledge "Ulama of the past
have written on the adaab of speech and social interaction. Connecting those guidelines with the modern world of
social media has been the need of our time. May Allah reward Omar for taking this task on!" -Mufti Hussain
Kamani, Qalam Institute "This is a must-read for Muslims around the globe. I can''t thank Omar enough for this
work which forces Muslims to look in the mirror and answer tough questions about how social media has
impacted our lives. It questions why we desire to share the most intimate aspects of our lives with strangers from
around the world and provides action items to implement. These discussions need to be had within the Muslim
community. We have to question how our quality of life has been impacted by the age of hyper-connectivity. Due
to the fact that Social Media is the tool for creating social capital, we need to realize that speaking about the harms
of constant connectivity takes a lot of courage. Thank you, Omar, for this work." -Shaykh Mikaeel Smith, Qalam
Institute
What the Qur'an Meant Garry Wills 2017-10-03 America’s leading religious scholar and public intellectual
introduces lay readers to the Qur’an with a measured, powerful reading of the ancient text Garry Wills has spent a
lifetime thinking and writing about Christianity. In What the Qur’an Meant, Wills invites readers to join him as
he embarks on a timely and necessary reconsideration of the Qur’an, leading us through perplexing passages with
insight and erudition. What does the Qur’an actually say about veiling women? Does it justify religious war?
There was a time when ordinary Americans did not have to know much about Islam. That is no longer the case.
We blundered into the longest war in our history without knowing basic facts about the Islamic civilization with
which we were dealing. We are constantly fed false information about Islam—claims that it is essentially a religion
of violence, that its sacred book is a handbook for terrorists. There is no way to assess these claims unless we have
at least some knowledge of the Qur’an. In this book Wills, as a non-Muslim with an open mind, reads the Qur’an
with sympathy but with rigor, trying to discover why other non-Muslims—such as Pope Francis—find it an inspiring
book, worthy to guide people down through the centuries. There are many traditions that add to and distort and
blunt the actual words of the text. What Wills does resembles the work of art restorers who clean away
accumulated layers of dust to find the original meaning. He compares the Qur’an with other sacred books, the Old
Testament and the New Testament, to show many parallels between them. There are also parallel difficulties of
interpretation, which call for patient exploration—and which offer some thrills of discovery. What the Qur’an
Meant is the opening of a conversation on one of the world’s most practiced religions.
After the Prophet Lesley Hazleton 2010 A narrative history of the origins of the Shia and Sunni conflict
describes how a seventh-century struggle between the supporters of the late Muhammad's surviving family
members erupted in a massacre at Karbala that would become a central component of Shia Islam.
Jezebel Lesley Hazleton 2007-10-16 There is no woman with a worse reputation than Jezebel, the ancient queen
who corrupted a nation and met one of the most gruesome fates in the Bible. Her name alone speaks of sexual
decadence and promiscuity. But what if this version of her story, handed down to us through the ages, is merely
the one her enemies wanted us to believe? What if Jezebel, far from being a conniving harlot, was, in fact,
framed? In this remarkable new biography, Lesley Hazleton shows exactly how the proud and courageous queen
of Israel was vilified and made into the very embodiment of wanton wickedness by her political and religious
enemies. Jezebel brings readers back to the source of the biblical story, a rich and dramatic saga featuring evil
schemes and underhanded plots, war and treason, false gods and falser humans, and all with the fate of entire
nations at stake. At its center are just one woman and one man—the sophisticated Queen Jezebel and the stark
prophet Elijah. Their epic and ultimately tragic confrontation pits tolerance against righteousness, pragmatism
against divine dictates, and liberalism against conservatism. It is, in other words, the original story of the unholy
marriage of sex, politics, and religion, and it ends in one of the most chillingly brutal scenes in the entire Bible.
Here at last is the real story of the rise and fall of this legendary woman—a radically different portrait with startling
contemporary resonance in a world mired once again in religious wars.
Easy Good Deeds M. Taqi Usmani 2003
After the Prophet Lesley Hazleton 2009-09-15 In this gripping narrative history, Lesley Hazleton tells the tragic
story at the heart of the ongoing rivalry between the Sunni and Shia branches of Islam, a rift that dominates the

news now more than ever. Even as Muhammad lay dying, the battle over who would take control of the new
Islamic nation had begun, beginning a succession crisis marked by power grabs, assassination, political intrigue,
and passionate faith. Soon Islam was embroiled in civil war, pitting its founder's controversial wife Aisha against
his son-in-law Ali, and shattering Muhammad’s ideal of unity. Combining meticulous research with compelling
storytelling, After the Prophet explores the volatile intersection of religion and politics, psychology and culture,
and history and current events. It is an indispensable guide to the depth and power of the Shia–Sunni split.
After the Prophet Lesley Hazleton 2010 A narrative history of the origins of the Shia and Sunni conflict
describes how a seventh-century struggle between the supporters of the late Muhammad's surviving family
members erupted in a massacre at Karbala that would become a central component of Shia Islam.
A Concise History of Sunnis and Shi'is John McHugo 2018-04-02 The 1,400-year-old schism between Sunnis
and Shi’is is currently reflected in the destructive struggle for hegemony between Saudi Arabia and Iran—with no
apparent end in sight. But how did this conflict begin, and why is it now the focus of so much attention? Charting
the history of Islam from the death of the Prophet Muhammad to the present day, John McHugo describes the
conflicts that raged over the succession to the Prophet, how Sunnism and Shi’ism evolved as different sects
during the Abbasid caliphate, and how the rivalry between the Sunni Ottomans and Shi’i Safavids ensured that
the split would continue into the modern age. In recent decades, this centuries-old divide has acquired a new
toxicity that has resulted in violence across the Arab world and other Muslim countries. Definitive, insightful, and
accessible, A Concise History of Sunnis and Shi'is is an essential guide to understanding the genesis,
development, and manipulation of the schism that for far too many people has come to define Islam and the
Muslim world.
Muhammad the Prophet Maulana Muhammad Ali 2011-05-25 Researched biography of the Holy Prophet.
Corrects misconceptions about his life; answers western criticism. "(1) Muhammad The Prophet (2) The Early
Caliphate, by Muhammad Ali, together constitute the most complete and satisfactory history of the early Muslims
hitherto compiled in English" — Islamic Culture, Hyderabad, India " ... He has now produced a biography of the
Prophet of Islam in English ... It is not only Muslims who should feel grateful to him for the publication. The book
should, indeed, give greater gratification to the English-speaking non-Muslims, whom it gives an opportunity of
knowing the truth about the life and personality of one who is admitted on all hands to be the greatest reformer in
the history of the world." — The New Orient "...it is written in an authoritative and interesting fashion, and from a
historical point of view will be well worth perusing by adherents of religions other than Islam." — The Civil and
Military Gazette, Lahore, Pakistan
The Succession to Muhammad Wilferd Madelung 1997 In a comprehensive study of early Islamic history,
Wilferd Madelung examines the conflict which developed after Muhammad's death for the leadership of the
Muslim community. He pursues the history of this conflict through the reign of the four 'Rightly Guided' caliphs
to its climax in the first inter-Muslim war. The outcome of the war, which marked the demise of the reign of the
Early Companions, resulted in the lasting schism between Sunnite and Shi'ite Islam. Contrary to recent scholarly
trends, the author brings out Ali's early claim to legitimate succession, which gained support from the Shi'a, and
offers a convincing reinterpretation of early Islamic history. This book will make a major contribution to the
debate over succession. Wilferd Madelung's book The Succession to Muhammad has been awarded the Best Book
of the Year prize by the Islamic Republic of Iran for the year 1997.
Everything Women Always Wanted to Know about Cars Lesley Hazleton 1995 Describes the mystique of
automobiles, tells how to buy and maintain a car, and discusses safe driving techniques and how cars work
Agnostic Lesley Hazleton 2016-04-05 “Vital” –The New York Times Book Review “Provocative…[Hazleton]
paddles the river of doubt with energy and exuberance.” –The Seattle Times A widely admired writer on religion
celebrates agnosticism as the most vibrant, engaging—and ultimately the most honest—stance toward the mysteries
of existence. One in four Americans reject any affiliation with organized religion, and nearly half of those under
thirty describe themselves as “spiritual but not religious.” But as the airwaves resound with the haranguing of
preachers and pundits, who speaks for the millions who find no joy in whittling the wonder of existence to a
simple yes/no choice? Lesley Hazleton does. In this provocative, brilliant book, she gives voice to the case for
agnosticism, breaks it free of its stereotypes as watered-down atheism or amorphous “seeking,” and celebrates it
as a reasoned, revealing, and sustaining stance toward life. Stepping over the lines imposed by rigid conviction,

she draws on philosophy, theology, psychology, science, and more to explore, with curiosity and passion, the vital
role of mystery in a deceptively information-rich world; to ask what we mean by the search for meaning; to
invoke the humbling yet elating perspective of infinity; to challenge received ideas about death; and to reconsider
what “the soul” might be. Inspired and inspiring, Agnostic recasts the question of belief not as a problem to be
solved but as an invitation to an ongoing, open-ended adventure of the mind.
The Death of a Prophet Stephen J. Shoemaker 2011-11-29 The oldest Islamic biography of Muhammad, written
in the mid-eighth century, relates that the prophet died at Medina in 632, while earlier and more numerous Jewish,
Christian, Samaritan, and even Islamic sources indicate that Muhammad survived to lead the conquest of
Palestine, beginning in 634-35. Although this discrepancy has been known for several decades, Stephen J.
Shoemaker here writes the first systematic study of the various traditions. Using methods and perspectives
borrowed from biblical studies, Shoemaker concludes that these reports of Muhammad's leadership during the
Palestinian invasion likely preserve an early Islamic tradition that was later revised to meet the needs of a
changing Islamic self-identity. Muhammad and his followers appear to have expected the world to end in the
immediate future, perhaps even in their own lifetimes, Shoemaker contends. When the eschatological Hour failed
to arrive on schedule and continued to be deferred to an ever more distant point, the meaning of Muhammad's
message and the faith that he established needed to be fundamentally rethought by his early followers. The larger
purpose of The Death of a Prophet exceeds the mere possibility of adjusting the date of Muhammad's death by a
few years; far more important to Shoemaker are questions about the manner in which Islamic origins should be
studied. The difference in the early sources affords an important opening through which to explore the nature of
primitive Islam more broadly. Arguing for greater methodological unity between the study of Christian and
Islamic origins, Shoemaker emphasizes the potential value of non-Islamic sources for reconstructing the history of
formative Islam.
The Prophet's Heir Hassan Abbas 2021-02-23 The life and legacy of one of Mohammad’s closest confidants
and Islam’s patron saint: Ali ibn Abi Talib ?Ali ibn Abi Talib is arguably the single most important spiritual and
intellectual authority in Islam after prophet Mohammad. Through his teachings and leadership as fourth caliph,
Ali nourished Islam. But Muslims are divided on whether he was supposed to be Mohammad’s political
successor—and he continues to be a polarizing figure in Islamic history. Hassan Abbas provides a nuanced,
compelling portrait of this towering yet divisive figure and the origins of sectarian division within Islam. Abbas
reveals how, after Mohammad, Ali assumed the spiritual mantle of Islam to spearhead the movement that the
prophet had led. While Ali’s teachings about wisdom, justice, and selflessness continue to be cherished by both
Shia and Sunni Muslims, his pluralist ideas have been buried under sectarian agendas and power politics. Today,
Abbas argues, Ali’s legacy and message stands against that of ISIS, Al-Qaeda, and Taliban.
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